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The aerodrome in Culverton has new owners, and they promise an era of prosperity for the idyllic village. But former
Spitfire pilot Alex Whistler is suspicious – when black-shirted troops appear on the streets, he contacts his old friend
Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart at U.N.I.T. The Third Doctor is sent to investigate – and soon uncovers a sinister plot to
colonise the Earth. The Gaderene are on their way... An adventure featuring the Third Doctor as played by Jon Pertwee
and his companion Jo
In the 1990s, the Personal Computer (or PC) was on the rise in homes, and with it came new genres of play. Yet most of
the games in these new genres featured fantasylands or humorous science fiction landscapes with low stakes and little to
suggest the potential of the PC as a serious space for art and play. Jane Jensen's work and landmark Gabriel Knight
series brought a new darkness and personality to PC gaming, offering a first powerful glimpse of what games could be as
they came of age. As an author and designer, Jensen brought her approach as a designer-writer hybrid to the forefront of
game design, with an approach to developing environments through detailed research to make game settings come to
life, an attention to mature dilemmas and complex character development, and an audience-driven vision for genres
reaching beyond the typical market approaches of the gaming industry. With a brand new interview with Jensen herself,
Anastasia Salter provides the first ever look Jensen's impact and role in advancing interactive narrative and writing in the
game design process.
In recent years, authoritarian states in the Middle East and North Africa have faced increasing international pressure to
decentralize political power. Decentralization is presented as a panacea that will foster good governance and civil
society, helping citizens procure basic services and fight corruption. Two of these states, Jordan and Morocco, are
monarchies with elected parliaments and recent experiences of liberalization. Morocco began devolving certain
responsibilities to municipal councils decades ago, while Jordan has consistently followed a path of greater centralization.
Their experiences test such assumptions about the benefits of localism. Janine A. Clark examines why Morocco
decentralized while Jordan did not and evaluates the impact of their divergent paths, ultimately explaining how
authoritarian regimes can use decentralization reforms to consolidate power. Local Politics in Jordan and Morocco
argues that decentralization is a tactic authoritarian regimes employ based on their coalition strategies to expand their
base of support and strengthen patron-client ties. Clark analyzes the opportunities that decentralization presents to local
actors to pursue their interests and lays out how municipal-level figures find ways to use reforms to their advantage. In
Morocco, decentralization has resulted not in greater political inclusivity or improved services, but rather in the
entrenchment of pro-regime elites in power. The main Islamist political party has also taken advantage of these reforms.
In Jordan, decentralization would undermine the networks that benefit elites and their supporters. Based on extensive
fieldwork, Local Politics in Jordan and Morocco is an important contribution to Middle East studies and political science
that challenges our understanding of authoritarian regimes’ survival strategies and resilience.
Ted Hughes's South Yorkshire tells the untold story of Hughes's Mexborough period (1938-1951) and demonstrates
conclusively that Hughes's experiences in South Yorkshire in town and country, educationally, in literature and love were
decisive in forming him as the poet of his subsequent fame.
This study entails a theoretical reading of the Iranian modern history and follows an interdisciplinary agenda at the
intersection of philosophy, psychoanalysis, economics, and politics and intends to offer a novel framework for the
analysis of socio-economic development in Iran in the modern era. A brief review of Iranian modern history from the
Constitutional Revolution to the Oil Nationalization Movement, the 1979 Islamic Revolution, and the recent Reformist and
Green Movements demonstrates that Iranian people travelled full circle. This historical experience of socio-economic
development revolving around the bitter question of “Why are we backward?” and its manifestation in perpetual sociopolitical instability and violence is the subject matter of this study. Michel Foucault’s conceived relation between the
production of truth and production of wealth captures the essence of hypothesis offered in this study. Foucault (1980:
93–94) maintains that “In the last analysis, we must produce truth as we must produce wealth; indeed we must produce
truth in order to produce wealth in the first place.” Based on a hybrid methodology combining hermeneutics of
understanding and hermeneutics of suspicion, this monograph proposes that the failure to produce wealth has had
particular roots in the failure in the production of truth and trust. At the heart of the proposed theoretical model is the
following formula: the Iranian subject’s confused preference structure culminates in the formation of unstable coalitions
which in turn leads to institutional failure, creating a chaotic social order and a turbulent history as experienced by the
Iranian nation in the modern era. As such, the society oscillates between the chaotic states of socio-political anarchy
emanating from irreconcilable differences between and within social assemblages and their affiliated hybrid forms of
regimes of truth in the springs of freedom and repressive states of order in the winters of discontent. Each time, after the
experience of chaos, the order is restored based on the emergence of a final arbiter (Iranian leviathan) as the evolved
coping strategy for achieving conflict resolution. This highly volatile truth cycle produces the experience of socioeconomic backwardness and violence. The explanatory power of the theoretical framework offered in the study exploring
the relation between the production of truth, trust, and wealth is demonstrated via providing historical examples from
strong events of Iranian modern history. The significant policy implications of the model are explored. This monograph
will appeal to researchers, scholars, graduate students, policy makers and anyone interested in the Middle Eastern
politics, Iran, development studies and political economy.
"She is a godly woman." "True love waits." Are these phrases and many others about gender truly based in scripture, or
based on dusty, outdated stereotypes? And how do these perceptions repress people, especially women, from fully
expressing their faith? If Eve Only Knew offers a fresh perspective on gender and the Bible, destroying trumped-up,
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captive-creating messages with the freeing proclamation grounded in Jesus' ministry and found everywhere in scripture:
that we are all created in God's image, and by relying on our gifts and skills--rather than on gender-designed roles--we
become all God means for us to be.
Introduction by Richard Carpenter The definitive biography of one of the most enduring and endeared recording artists in
history—the Carpenters—is told for the first time from the perspective of Richard Carpenter, through more than 100 hours
of exclusive interviews and some 200 photographs from Richard's personal archive, many never published. After
becoming multimillion-selling, Grammy-winning superstars with their 1970 breakthrough hit "(They Long to Be) Close to
You," Richard and Karen Carpenter would win over millions of fans worldwide with a record-breaking string of hits
including "We've Only Just Begun," "Top of the World," and "Yesterday Once More." By 1975, success was taking its toll.
Years of jam-packed work schedules, including hundreds of concert engagements, proved to be just too much for the
Carpenters to keep the hits coming—and, ultimately, to keep the music playing at all. However, Richard and Karen never
took their adoring public, or each other, for granted. In Carpenters: The Musical Legacy, Richard Carpenter tells his story
for the first time. With candor, heart, and humor, he sheds new light on the Carpenters' trials and triumphs—work that
remains the gold standard for melodic pop. This beautifully illustrated definitive biography, with exclusive interviews and
never-before-seen photographs, is a must-have for any Carpenters fan.
Mania takes you into the world of the young rebels who transformed American culture in the 1950s-a world of sex, drugs,
jazz, crime, insanity, and a defiant new literature. It tells the story of Lucien Carr's killing of David Kammerer, the car
chase that led to Allen Ginsberg's committal to a mental asylum, William S. Burroughs' heroin addiction and deadly
"William Tell act," Jack Kerouac's seven-year struggle to publish On The Road, and the creation of Ginsberg's ecstatic
masterpiece "Howl," which the authorities declared obscene and fought fervently to suppress. It is a story too
unbelievable to make up. Book jacket.
The blueprint for an inspiring regenerative economy that avoids collapse and works for people and the planet. Humanity is in a race with
catastrophe. Is the future one of global warming, 65 million migrants fleeing failed states, soaring inequality, and grid-locked politics? Or one
of empowered entrepreneurs and innovators building a world that works for everyone? While the specter of collapse looms large, A Finer
Future demonstrates that humanity has a chance – just – to thread the needle of sustainability and build a regenerative economy thorough a
powerful combination of enlightened entrepreneurialism, technology, and innovative policy. The authors – world leaders in business,
economics, and sustainability – gather the evidence, outline the principles of a regenerative economy, and detail a policy roadmap to
achieving it, including: Transforming finance and corporations Reimagining energy, agriculture, and the nature of how we work Enhancing
human well-being Delivering a world that respects ecosystems and human community. Charting the course to a regenerative economy is the
most important work facing humanity and A Finer Future provides the essential blueprint for business leaders, entrepreneurs,
environmentalists, politicians, policymakers, and others working to create a world that works for people and the planet.
Equipping teachers and learners to succeed in Global Politics from day 1, this student Course Book has been developed directly with the IB.
Helping to develop politically engaged learners who can think critically about the changing 21st Century world, you can rely on it providing the
most comprehensive coverage of this subject. Embracing a truly concept-based approach, fully in line with the syllabus, and structured
around the central theme of People, Power and Politics, it ensures learners develop critical understanding of big picture political issues,
problems and solutions. Fully cover the syllabus - written by syllabus developer and UNESCO Chair in Human and Cultural Rights Max
Kirsch and developed directly with the IB Adopt a fully concept-based approach - the truly concept-based structure drives trans-disciplinary
understanding Build critical thought - student-centered activities drive exploration and analysis Relate politics to the real world - a rich base of
current, engaging case-studies ensures subject material is immediately relevant to learners own experiences Equip learners for assessment assessment support directly from the IB accurately prepares students to achieve in exams
This illustrated guide is packed with interesting facts and follows the history of the famous Harley-Davidson company and the development of
its famous bikes, which have earned a special place in the hearts of enthusiasts everywhere. The story dates from 1903 when Bill Harley and
the Davidson brothers, with no thought of fame or fortune, decided to build a motorcycle that really worked. So successful was it, that it led to
the gradual formation of a company that has survived through good times and bad. Through good times and bad, losing and winning back
police contracts, as well as weathering various other vicissitudes, the company has achieved lasting success. In the end, Harley-Davidson
came to the ultimate decision of giving its customers what they really wanted, not by providing year-on-year innovations, but by remaining
true to the Founders' original concept. The result, as everyone knows, are bikes of mythic status, imbued with a mysterious quality of their
own and generating a passion in enthusiasts amounting almost to a love affair. The name has come to personify America and is up there
alongside Coca-Cola, Ford and McDonald's. The bikes are described in detail, not only in mechanical terms, but also with glorious
photographs, and will be of interest to everyone who loves motorbikes: even aficionados of Japanese and European bikes, who have never
even ridden a Harley-Davidson, will be able to recognize the unique marriage of style and nostalgia and the fact that there are no other bikes
quite like them.
Few global security issues stimulate more fervent passion than the application of brute force. Despite the fierce debate raging about it in
government, society and the Academy, inadequate strategic understanding surrounds the issue, prompting the urgent need for —the first
comprehensive systematic global analysis of 21st century state-initiated internal and external applications of brute force. Based on extensive
case evidence, Robert Mandel assesses the short-term and long-term, the local and global, the military, political, economic, and social, and
the state and human security impacts of brute force. He explicitly isolates the conditions under which brute force works best and worst by
highlighting force initiator and force target attributes linked to brute force success and common but low-impact force legitimacy concerns.
Mandel comes to two major overarching conclusions. First, that the modern global application of brute force shows a pattern of futility—but one
that is more a function of states' misapplication of brute force than of the inherent deficiencies of this instrument itself. Second, that the realm
for successful application of state-initiated brute force is shrinking: for while state-initiated brute force can serve as a transitional short-run
local military solution, he says, it cannot by itself provide a long-run global strategic solution or serve as a cure for human security problems.
Taking the evidence and his conclusions together, Mandel provides policy advice for managing brute force use in the modern world.
The first comprehensive academic survey of British musical theatre from its origins, The Oxford Handbook of the British Musical offers both a
historical account of musical theatre from 1728 and a range of in-depth critical analyses of key works and productions that illustrate its
aesthetic values and sociocultural meanings.
Erste autorisierte und einzige deutsche Ausgabe von Springsteens Lyrics Bruce Springsteens Lyrics erscheinen zusammengenommen als
Kapitel eines großen amerikanischen Romans, den er in den 1970ern begonnen hat und der in diesem Buch nachvollzogen wird. Kritiker
halten den "Chronisten des amerikanischen Alltags" (Der Spiegel) und seine Lyrics inzwischen für ebenso wichtig für die amerikanische
Literatur wie die Werke von Fitzgerald, Carver oder Whitman. Anders als Bob Dylan versteckt sich Springsteen nicht hinter immer neuen
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Masken, er erzählt unverstellt von dem American Dream und seinen Schattenseiten – von der Provinz, von der Flucht aus ihr und dem Sog
der Freiheit, von den Chancen der Selbstsuche wie auch von Armut, Rassismus oder Polizeigewalt. Leonardo Colombati entschlüsselt
überraschende Hintergründe und Einflüsse. Die Wucht von Springsteens Bildern wie auch die leisen Erschütterungen in seiner Sprache
macht Heinz Rudolf Kunze in seinen kongenialen Übersetzungen erfahrbar. Das Buch bietet: • Einleitung, Biographie und Kommentare von
Leonardo Colombati • 100 Songs im Original und in deutscher Übersetzung von Heinz Rudolf Kunze • umfangreiches Bonusmaterial,
Diskographie u. ä.
Considering films such as Candyman, Frozen, and The Cabin in the Woods, Michael J. Blouin contends that fantastic tales allow audiences
to maintain the status quo instead of inspiring purposeful action.
Perfect gift for book lovers, writers and your book club Book lovers rejoice! In this love letter to all things bookish, Jane Mount brings literary
people, places, and things to life through her signature and vibrant illustrations. Readers of Jane Mount's Bibliophile will delight in: Touring
the world's most beautiful bookstores Testing their knowledge of the written word with quizzes Finding their next great read in lovingly curated
stacks of books Sampling the most famous fictional meals Peeking inside the workspaces of their favorite authors A source of endless
inspiration, literary facts and recommendations: Bibliophile is pure bookish joy and sure to enchant book clubbers, English majors, poetry
devotees, aspiring writers, and any and all who identify as book lovers. If you have read or own: I’d Rather Be Reading: The Delights and
Dilemmas of the Reading Life; The Written World: The Power of Stories to Shape People, History, and Civilization; or How to Read Literature
Like a Professor: A Lively and Entertaining Guide to Reading Between the Lines; then you will want to read and own Jane Mount's
Bibliophile.
Harley-DavidsonAn Illustrated GuideChartwell Books
Over the past decades, reflection has taken centre stage in nursing education but it is easy to get stuck in a superficial cycle of storytelling
and self-examination, without getting any further insights into your own practice and abilities. Reflection for Nursing Life starts with a basic
introduction to reflective practice and moves through to look at more critical perspectives, with guidance for reflecting on the complex realities
of practice. This accessible text is designed to support a deeper understanding of the value of reflection and its relationship with the needs of
modern practice. Beginning with discussions of self-awareness and the reflective cycle, it goes on to explore ideas about critical incidents,
critical reflection models and transformational learning. It integrates cutting-edge neuro-scientific research and thinking about emotional
labour and intelligence in healthcare into mainstream reflective practice, drawing on both new and established ways of guiding learning and
professional judgment. Reflection for Nursing Life includes numerous exemplar reflective narratives, diagrams and exercises to help the
reader identify their strengths and weaknesses, whilst tips for overcoming weaknesses and developing strengths are also provided. It is the
ideal text for nursing students and practitioners looking to improve their reflective practice skills.
Liberation psychology is an approach that aims to understand wellbeing within the context of relationships of power and oppression, and the
sociopolitical structure in which these relationships exist. Liberation Practices: Towards Emotional Wellbeing Through Dialogue explores how
wellbeing can be enhanced through dialogue which challenges oppressive social, relational and cultural conditions and which can lead to
individual and collective liberation. Taiwo Afuape and Gillian Hughes have brought together a variety of contributors, from a range of mental
health professions and related disciplines, working in different settings, with diverse client groups. Liberation Practices is a product of multiple
dialogues about liberation practices, and how this connects to personal and professional life experience. Contributors offer an overview of
liberation theories and approaches, and through dialogue they examine liberatory practices to enhance emotional wellbeing, drawing on
examples from a range of creative and innovative projects in the UK and USA. This book clearly outlines what liberation practices might look
like, in the context of the historical development of liberation theory, and the current political and cultural context of working in the mental
health and psychology field. Liberation Practices will have a broad readership, spanning clinical psychology, psychotherapy and social work.
Celebrating two decades in publication, this twentieth-anniversary edition of a timeless classic comprises forty stories and poems that feature
Luke Warmwater, a Vietnam veteran who survived the war but has trouble surviving the peace.
Using lively case studies, this book analyzes the transformation of crime and terrorism and the business logic of terrorism.
Chronicled here for the first time, Harley-Davidson's exclusive CVO models are pure eye candy.
Helmut Gollwitzer was a direct heir of the theological legacy of the great Protestant theologian Karl Barth. More than any of Barth‘s other
interpreters, Gollwitzer embraced and extended the sociopolitical impulses and implications within Barth‘s theology. In this, Gollwitzer
embodies a salient and necessary alternative in the American context of increasingly intertwined theological and political discourses. This
volume, the first book-length study of Gollwitzer available in English, provides a helpful introduction to the life, theology, and political thought
of this crucial theologian and public intellectual.
Mehr Harley geht nicht! - Die große Harley-Bibel zum kleinen Preis - Das ultimative Geschenk für Harley-Fans - Über 400 Bilder und 256
Seiten geballte Information Die schönsten und bedeutendsten Harleys aller Zeiten in einem kiloschweren Bild- und Geschenkband zum
absoluten Top-Preis! Harley-Davidson war schon immer mehr als eine Motorradmarke: Fahrern und Fans steht der Name für ein
Lebensgefühl, für eine exklusive Art der Entspannung, für die Flucht aus dem Alltag - vielen ist er Synonym für Freiheit. Das gilt jetzt bereits
seit mehr als 110 Jahren. "Biker-Träume aus Milwaukee" entführt Sie in die Welt der Kultmotorräder - mit viel Wissenswertem und reichlich
Anekdoten und vor allem mit einer Fülle wunderbarer Fotos. Erleben Sie den Weg von den Anfängen in einem Schuppen in Milwaukee über
legendäre Modelle mit den berühmten Motoren-Spitznamen Knucklehead, Pan- und Shovelhead hin zu den aktuellen Sportster, Electra
Glide, Fat Boy und V-Rod - und den topmodernen Street-Modellen und dem aufregenden Elektro-Experiment LiveWire. Dazu kommen
ausgefallene Umbauten und Prototypen, Dreiräder und Tuning-Highlights.
Rich Cohen enters the Stones epic as a young journalist on the road with the band and quickly falls under their sway - privy to the jokes, the
camaraderie, the bitchiness, the hard living. Inspired by a lifelong appreciation of the music that borders on obsession, Cohen's chronicle of
the band is informed by the rigorous views of a kid who grew up on the music and for whom the Stones will always be the greatest rock 'n' roll
band of all time. This is a non-fiction book that reads like a novel filled with the greatest musicians, agents and artists of the most indelible
age in pop culture. It's a book only Rich, with his unique access, experience and love of the band could write.
Inspired by studies of Carolingian Europe, Kingship, Society and the Church in Anglo-Saxon Yorkshire argues that the social strategies of
local kin-groups drove conversion to Christianity and church building in Yorkshire from 400-1066 AD. It challenges the emphasis that has
been placed on the role and agency of Anglo-Saxon kings in conversion and church building. It moves forward the debate surrounding the
'minster hypothesis' through aninter-disciplinary case study.The kingdom of the Deirans stretched from the Humber to the Tees and the North
Sea to the Pennines between 600 and 867. The Scandinavian kings at York probably established anadministration for much of this area
between 867 and 954. The West Saxon kings incorporated it into an English kingdom between 954 and 1066 and established the 'shire' from
which the name Yorkshire derives.Members of Deiran kin-groups faced uncertainties that predisposed them to consider conversion as a
social strategy. Their decision to convert produced a new social fraction - the 'ecclesiastical aristocracy' - with a distinctive but fragile identity.
The 'ecclesiasticalaristocracy' transformed kingship, established a network of religious communities, and engaged in the conversion of the
laity. The social and political instabilities produced by conversion along withthe fragility of ecclesiastical identity resulted in the expropriation
and re-organization of many religious communities. Nevertheless, the Scandinavian and West Saxon kings and their nobles allied with
wealthy and influential archbishops of York, and there is evidence for the survival, revival, or foundation of religious communities as well as
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the establishment of local churches.
Now in its second edition, the Encyclopedia of Video Games: The Culture, Technology, and Art of Gaming is the definitive, go-to resource for
anyone interested in the diverse and expanding video game industry. This three-volume encyclopedia covers all things video games,
including the games themselves, the companies that make them, and the people who play them. Written by scholars who are exceptionally
knowledgeable in the field of video game studies, it notes genres, institutions, important concepts, theoretical concerns, and more and is the
most comprehensive encyclopedia of video games of its kind, covering video games throughout all periods of their existence and
geographically around the world. This is the second edition of Encyclopedia of Video Games: The Culture, Technology, and Art of Gaming,
originally published in 2012. All of the entries have been revised to accommodate changes in the industry, and an additional volume has been
added to address the recent developments, advances, and changes that have occurred in this ever-evolving field. This set is a vital resource
for scholars and video game aficionados alike. Explores games, people, events, and ideas that are influential in the industry, rather than
simply discussing the history of video games Offers a detailed understanding of the variety of video games that have been created over the
years Includes contributions from some of the most important scholars of video games Suggests areas of further exploration for students of
video games
This is the 10th anniversary edition, we seek to update the theoretical and empirical work and professional practice issues associated with
transformational and charismatic leadership that have transpired over the past decade.
Sustainable Fashion provides a unique and accessible overview of fashion ethics and sustainability issues of the past, present and future.
This book is the first to situate today's eco-fashion movement in its multifaceted historical context, investigating the relationship between
fashion and the environment as far back as the early nineteenth century. Employing an expanded definition of sustainability that also
considers ethical issues, Farley Gordon and Hill explore each stage of the fashion production cycle, from the cultivation of raw fibers to the
shipment of the finished garment. Structured thematically, each of the six chapters is dedicated to the discussion of one major issue, from
recycling and repurposing to labor practices and the treatment of animals. Including interviews with eco-fashion designers, Sustainable
Fashion will appeal to students and scholars of fashion, as well as students of design, history and cultural studies.
International Perspectives on the Belt and Road Initiative investigates the most significant global?scale international trade expansion and
capital investment programme since the Second World War. This book focusses on the multi-national perspectives of the Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI) in order to interrogate the Chinese government’s representation of it as a symbol of "peace, cooperation, development and
mutual benefit." With specific focus on the interrelationship between geopolitics, infrastructure investments and urban regional development,
the book reflects on 12 countries’ experiences in depth, including those of Iran, Pakistan, Brazil, Thailand, Indonesia, Japan and Ethiopia,
specificly to their economic development levels, political systems, power dynamics and socio-environmental issues. The book clarifies and
contributes new knowledge on the nature of BRI concerning its relationship to globalism, neo-colonialism, the notion of developed vs
developing countries and their institutions and macro-micro benefits and impacts. In doing so, the book offers a balanced account of the
antagonistic geo-political narrative of socio-political conflict and the collaborative framework of real socio-economic flows and development.
The book will appeal to academics, researchers and policy-makers with an interest in the BRI and its impacts on politico-economic
development and urban, regional and spatial systems in the Indo-Pacific and beyond.
If design is, as Herbert Simon argued, ‘concerned with how things ought to be’, the influence designers have over the lives of others should
not to be taken lightly. This book helps practitioners and students to analyse the ethics of their work and guides them in designing artefacts
that are conducive to human flourishing.
David Foster Wallace's Toxic Sexuality: Hideousness, Neoliberalism, Spermatics is the first full-length study of perhaps the most
controversial aspect of Wallace's work – male sexuality. Departing from biographical accounts of Wallace's troubled relationship to sex, the
book offers new and engaging close readings of this vexed topic in both his fiction and non-fiction. Wallace consistently returns to images of
sexual toxicity across his career to argue that, when it comes to sex, men are immutably hideous. He makes this argument by drawing on a
variety of neoliberal logics and spermatic metaphors, which in their appeal to apparently neutral economic processes and natural bodily facts,
forestall the possibility that men can change. The book therefore provides a revisionist account of Wallace's attitudes towards capitalism, as
well as a critical dissection of his approach to masculinity and sexuality. In doing so, David Foster Wallace's Toxic Sexuality shows how
Wallace can be considered a neoliberal writer, whose commitment to furthering male sexual toxicity is a disturbing but undeniable part of his
literary project.

This book explores the commonalities between the struggles of the last years around the Mediterranean and tries to find the
cultural roots of this season of protests and activism against repression and a growing systemic crisis. Who are their main
characters? How has mobility of ideas and persons contributed to it? Why has the Mediterranean become the cradle of civil
resistance? And how can one make sure that what has begun bears fruit? The author discusses how a strategic action of social
movements and activists from both Europe and the Arab world can build the basis for a grassroots project for integration between
the two shores, where mobility is at the core: on the one hand, mobility of ideas, activists, men and women of culture and other keyplayers, and trans-national strategizing; on the other hand, challenging the paradigms of visa policies and striving for a space of
safe human mobility as one of the steps of a grassroots Mediterranean citizens project. Providing argument to a new theory of
social mobilization, this book will be of interest to scholars of European and Arab politics as well as to political activists in the
region.
Roger Ebert’s “criticism shows a nearly unequaled grasp of film history and technique, and formidable intellectual range. . . .”
—New York Times Pulitzer Prize–winning film critic Roger Ebert presents more than 600 full-length critical movie reviews, along
with interviews, tributes, and journal entries inside Roger Ebert’s Movie Yearbook 2013. It includes every movie review Ebert has
written from January 2010 to July 2012. Also included in the Yearbook: —In-depth interviews with newsmakers and celebrities
—Tributes to those in the film industry who have passed away recently —Essays on the Oscars, reports from the Toronto Film
Festival, and entries into Ebert's Little Movie Glossary
Eine Studie in Scharlachrot war die erste Geschichte um Sherlock Holmes, die Arthur Conan Doyle herausbrachte, und die seine
Karriere begründete. Sie spielt im London des 19. Jahrhunderts und begleitet den Kriegsveteranen Dr. John Watson und den
enigmatischen jungen Sherlock Holmes, einen außergewöhnlich begabten Detektiv. Zwei Morde in London verwirren Scotland
Yard und die von Sherlock Holmes erläuterte Lösung führt die Leser in den amerikanischen Wilden Westen der 1850er und noch
weiter. Eine Studie in Scharlachrot ist ein bahnbrechendes Werk, welches die Genres der Detektiv- und Kriminalgeschichten neu
definierte. Diese Essential Classics Ausgabe beinhaltet ein neues Vorwort der Professorin Vivian Heller, Ph.D. der Yale University
in Literatur und Moderne Sprachen. Arthur Conan Doyle war ein in Edinburgh geborener Schriftsteller und Arzt. Sein Ruhm
begründet sich vorwiegend in seinen Detektivgeschichten um Sherlock Holmes. Vivian Heller erlangte ihren Doktortitel in
Englischer Literatur und Modernen Sprachen an der Yale University. Sie ist Autorin von Joyce, Decadence, and Emancipation
(University of Illinois Press) und The City Beneath Us (W. W. Norton & Company), eine Darstellung der Errichtung des New Yorker
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U-Bahnsystems. Sie ist außerordentliche Professorin an der School of Professional Studies der Columbia University und Tutorin
für kreatives Schreiben am Center for Curtatorial Studies am Bard College. Außerdem ist sie ein langjähriges Mitglied des
Sachbuchkomitees des PEN Prison-Writing Committees, welches Preise an Gefängnisinsassen überall in den Vereinigten Staaten
verleiht. UNENTBEHRLICHE KLASSIKER bringt die wesentlichsten Werke der Literaturgeschichte heraus, jedes mit einem
einzigartigen Vorwort - das perfekte Schmuckstück für das Regal jedes Lesers.
This two-part volume contains a comprehensive collection of original studies by well-known scholars focusing on the Bible’s wideranging reception in world cinema. It is organized into sections examining the rich cinematic afterlives of selected characters from
the Hebrew Bible and New Testament; considering issues of biblical reception across a wide array of film genres, ranging from
noir to anime; featuring directors, from Lee Chang-dong to the Coen brothers, whose body of work reveals an enduring fascination
with biblical texts and motifs; and offering topical essays on cinema’s treatment of selected biblical themes (e.g., lament,
apocalyptic), particular interpretive lenses (e.g., feminist interpretation, queer theory), and windows into biblical reception in a
variety of world cinemas (e.g., Indian, Israeli, and Third Cinema). This handbook is intended for scholars of the Bible, religion, and
film as well as for a wider general audience.
As an African American woman, you may not realize that God did a marvelous thing when He ordained that you should live at this
time in the history of the church and the world. You are highly favored, and now is the time to take back the reality of God’s favor
on you, on us as African American women, on our families, and on our churches. Written from the passion of her heart, Debra
Berry warmly shares with you the opportunity for restoration. Be Restored is based on her study of Nehemiah, a servant who
accepted God’s calling to bring restoration to Israel after they were released from captivity. Be Restored clearly draws stark
similarities between plights of the children of Israel and the African American race at the start of the new millennium. You will
understand how some of the faithful followers of God achieved success in exile, while you identify with those who were physically
free yet locked in prisons of hopelessness and despair. Restoration must start with one woman at a time. “The voice of the Lord
and the voices of our God-fearing ancestors call us to continue the struggle for the restoration of our people. We can only do this
by the might and power of the God who loves us.”
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